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LEBANON- A WORLD OF BEAUTY & TENSION

by Paul Marshall

In its May, 1972 and
March, 1973 issues
Perspective interviewed
Christian Saade and
Souheil and Nadine
Khowley, Lebanese stu
dents at the ICS and
members of Al Muntali
kun, an organization
to promote justice in

( the Middle East from
a Christian standpoint.

Among other things,
these students empha
sized the need to de
velop an international
focus on their organi
zation since it is in
volved in such a cri
tical area of the world.
They urged Christians
of different backgrounds
to familiarize them
selves with Al. Muntali
kun and its members.
Because of this, four
ICS students decided
to visit Lebanon and
see for themselves what
was happening in this
critical area of the
wo r 1 d.

Here Paul Marshall, a
former ICS student from

j Liverpool, England now
at York University in
Toronto, writes about Paul, Dave, Don, Al Muntalikun
their unforgettable trip member and Laura.
to the Middle East.
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Ancient Petra-carved
from solid rock.

On April 23rd, Laura Balogh, Don Mc
Nally and Dave Vanderplaats flew to
London, England where I was visiting
my home, and the four of us continued
on to Lebanon for an exciting month
in the Middle East. Our flight to
Beirut was a beautiful beginning due
to crystal clear skies over the eas
tern Mediterranean and Aegean Sea,
giving us great views of the southern
coast of Turkey, of the islands of
Cyprus, Rhodes, and Patmos.

We were enthusiastically greeted at
Beirut International Airport by a
dozen members of Al Muntalikun and
they drove us to the home of Christian
Saade’s family in downtown Beirut.
On the drive we were introduced to
the incredible conditions in the
Middle East. We passed Palestinian
refugee camps where the plywood and
cardboard shelters reminded us that
we were far from the comforts and rela
tive peace of North America. A few
minutes later we passed the site of an
Israeli bomb attack on some Palestinian
headquarters——a rather dramatic pre
sentation of the political situation.

For the next few days we toured Beirut and became acquainted with the
people of Al Muntalikun, some of whom acted as our guides. We made
trips to several historic sites such as the Phonecian ruins at Byblos,
and the ruins of Al Baalbak--the largest Roman ruins in the world.

We also visited the ruins at Anjar and the royal palace at Beit Addein.

Members of Al Muntalikun explained
their purpose and described some
of their activities. They have
worked in refugee camps, operated
a bazaar, and been involved in
projects to raise funds for the
movement’s future work and wit
ness. We had planned many meet
ings with the group but had a
taste of the unpredictability of
life and the tension Middle Eas
terners live under when fighting
broke out between the Fedayeen
and the Lebanese army four days
after our arrival in southern
Lebanon. The essential dispute
was over how much control the
Lebanese government would have
over the refugee camps and the
movement of Palestinians in

ICS students and Arabic
friends in Damascus.

C’
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Lebanon. So we heard a lot
of bombs and gunfire and saw
government planes flying to
bomb Fedayeen positions in
the crowded camps. After a
few days’ lull more intense
fighting broke out with
shooting in wide areas of
Beirut with the result that
several hundred people were
killed. Constant fighting
skirmishes, kidnappings, and
retaliations on both sides
occured during our short
visit.

One consequence of the fight
ing was the imposition of
martial law and a curfew Here’s a Nomad with whom
giving people only two hours we had tea.
per day out of their homes.
The curfew cut down the number
of our meetings. One meeting was particularly intense as several
Muntalikun members had friends killed or involved in the fighting.
Our overall impression was helplessness to do anything in the
situation.

We were able to escape some of the effects of the curfew and fight
ing by driving to Syria and Jordan for several days. This trip was
packed with wierd experiences——passing through border skirmishes,
through Syrian defences against ever—threatening Israel, travelling
through the Jordanian desert, meeting and eating with Bedouins
(desert nomads), swimming in the Red Sea and visiting Petra, an an
cient fortress city carved from solid rose coloured rock.

Finally, we got stranded when Syria closed its border because of
animosity between Lebanon and Syria, principally over Lebanon’s
historical status as an independent country. In this instance the
governing party in Syria expressed its displeasure at Lebanon’s
fighting with the Palestinians by sealing the border between the
two countries. In fact the border stayed closed for several months.
We happened to be in Syria at the time--with transit visas good for
only twelve hours, having been assured that we could pass right
through the country after we entered. After a few hours we were
in Syria illegally. So we did what any North Americans would do
in the circumstances—-we went shopping in the Bazaar.

We spent the next two days in Syria involved in many, many hours
of arguing with various levels of bureaucracy trying to fight our
way out of the country.

With our options exhausted we were disconsolately leaving the
Ministry of the Interior when in the driveway we met a certain
Mr. Ruz who turned out to be the deputy minister of the Interior.

We were duly given a military escort into the Ministry whose
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officers then attempted to get us out. A few more hours were spent
in filling out forms until it was discovered that no papers would get
us through. Eventually Ruz telegrammed the border, gave them our
names and told them to let us through. This was much to the surprise
and chagrin of the border officials who had taken a dislike to us
and wondered how on earth we got through to Ruz. We all think Mr.
Ruz deserves a mention, not least for dispelling our growing image
of Syria as a land of myopic bureaucrats.

The delay in Syria left us with only one more week in Lebanon so
seminars were arranged each day with Al Muntalikun to outline and

discuss various aspects of the work of the Institute for Christian

Studies and of the Evangelical Committee for Social Action.

The seminars were arranged around the themes of the effect of dualis

tic thinking on Christian living, the question of the neutrality (or
lack of it) of scholarship, the nature of the church, marxism, capi
talism and individualism. For the seminar format one of us would
talk for 20 - 30 minutes on the approaches we have taken to these
questions in Toronto and then there would be about two hours of
questions, challenges and discussion. Discussion is a much more
amendable means of communication amongst Lebanese than lecturing.

Despite some semantic confusion and prob
lems with our cultural backgrounds these
sessions were very productive and the
questioning very insightful and to the
point. One thing which impressed us
was the rapid maturing process that
many of the Muntalikun members have gone
through.

At the end of this rather packed three
weeks, three of us (Dave stayed on for
another week) flew out from Beirut air
port——each determined to return at the
earliest opportunity.

Perhaps our greatest pleasure was finding
just how close were our and the Muntali—
kun’s conceptions of our place and task
in the Kingdom of God. This unity is
in one sense quite astounding consider
ing the differences in background and
culture. It was brought home to us in
a striking way that Christian insight
and knowledge is not a question of
scholarship or “brains” but of hearing
the Word of God. With this caine the
assurance that God is speaking to His
people in many parts of the world.

Don enjoying a ride
(
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(
PUBLIC LECTURE OF Prof. C.T. McINTIRE

AND ANNUAL AACS MEMBERSHIP MEETING

The Boards of Trustees and Curators invite all members and friends
of the AACS/ICS to be present on November 3rd for the following

events:

1:00 p.m. AACS annual membership meeting. AACS
and ICS staff members will present
reports on AACS activities and finances.
There will be ample time for discussion.

4:00 p.m. Public lecture and presentation of
Dr. C. T. Mclntire to the faculty of
the Institute for Christian Studies.
Dr. Mclntire will lecture on “Chris
tianity and a Historical Study: Notes
Toward a Christian Historiography.”

Location for both: University of Toronto,
Faculty of Education Auditorium,

( 371 Bloor Street W. , (At Spadina)
Toronto, Ontario.

6:00 p.m. Informal reception at the AACS/ICS,
229 College Street,
Toronto, Ontario.
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INSTITUTE STUDENTS BEGIN NEW TERM

(

Registration and the sixth annual
opening of the ICS took place on
Monday, September 10th. Old and
new students mingled in the halls
of the Institute building to
register and confer with their
professors concerning their work
for the coming year. There are
quite a variety of courses offered
and with the arrival of Dr. C. T.
Mclntire, a new discipline--history
——has been added to the curriculum.
The courses for the year are:

Political Theory
History of Political Thought

——Z yl stra

Theory of Psychotherapeutic
Practice

Theory of Educational Practice
-
- D e G ra a if

Historiography of Aesthetics
——Seervel d

Systematic Philosophy
Philosophy of Science

--Hart

Dr. Hart and Bob Vander
Plaats at Registration..

Problems in Theology
—--Olthuis

Biblical Prolegomena
--Olthuis & Staff

History of Secularization
Philosophy of History

- —McIn tire

(

Political Issues
——Zylstra, John Olthuis,

& Vandezande

Philosophical Prolegomena
— —Runner

Ethics and Law
—--Olthuis &

Zyl stra

37 full time and 10 part time students have registered, with a few

yet to arrive, as of September 18th. Five have done some post

graduate work elsewhere. About half are from Canada and half from

the U.S.A. Masuo Miyazaki from Japan has returned for another year

as has Souheil Khowley from Lebanon. A feature of the first term

is that Professor H. G. Stoker, professor from Potchefstroom, South

Africa will be doing some work here and offering some lectures.
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Monday evening the student
body, professors, board
members and friends ga
thered at Little Trinity
Church in Toronto for
the opening exercises.
Dr. Hart greeted us and
led us in a hymn. Then
Dr. Zyistra read portions
of I Peter and offered a
message of guidance for
the coming year on what
it is to be a pilgrim
like Peter talks about.
“We are pilgrims,”
Zyistra said, “and that
does not mean that we
are parasites who live
next to the inhabitants
of the land but, as des
cribed in Hebrews, we are
God’s chosen race, God’s
people and a holy na
tion.” As pilgrims we
bear three marks; the
mark of spiritual dis
cipline and a lifestyle
of service, in love.
Finally, a pilgrim must
be always on the move
to break down hurts and
break through closed
lives and structures.
The type of love that
will do this must charac
terize the ICS community.

Following the service,
everyone went appropri
ately to the Pilgrim,
a Christian coffee house
where they enjoyed a
light meal and a few
hours of greetings, re
union and discussion.

Please pray for ICS
students and professors
as they work to dis
cover the marvel of
God’s Revelation in
their academic work.

* ** **

ac

[;1I— IL__

Opening Exercises of the ICS.

(i

It
Two students get

quainted.

-:,Ii

John Huisman in discussion at
the Pilgrim.
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(
DISCOVERY 5-

TOWARD MATURITY IN CHRIST

After the upheaval of the 60’s, with its threat of revolution and the

hope of renewal, we are now faced by the uncertainties of the 70’s.

Will new answers be found to the pressing problems of our time and

shall we personally be able to cope with the unavoidable changes it

will require? Or will apathy, futility, scepticism and corruption pre

vail? For many the second possibility is daily becoming more real.

Lack of personal integrity seems normal. False bravado is common.

Credibility is gone. The end seems to justify all means. At the

sante time, self—esteem is low. Loneliness and fear are not strangers.

Personal growth is stunted. Maturity seems out of reach. Male and

female roles are confused.

Even the various escape routes of Christians: pietistic withdrawal,

leading a double life (secular and Christian), clinging to the past,

seem less and less tenable. Many are attracted to the fanaticism or

certainties offered by the sect. Others succumb and give in to mater

ialism and hedonism. (
In order to help us all, both men and women, both young and old, to

find our way, to come to grips with ourselves and our problems, and to

grow and mature, AACS offers Discovery V.

The following program was planned and will be co-ordinated by Drs.

Arnold DeGraaff and James H. Olthuis.

TOPICS AND SPEAKERS

The Biblical View of Man

Harry Fernhout, B.A., student, Institute for Christian
Studies, Toronto, Ontario.

Keeping the Troth in Marriage and Family

James H. Olthuis, Ph.D., Assistant Protessor of ethics E theology

Institute for Christian Studies, Toronto, Ontario.

Growing Up Together

Mary Vander Goot, Ph.D., Psychologist, Board of Education for

North York, Toronto, Ontario.

Harry Van Belle, Drs., Clinical Psychologist, Brockville

Psychiatric Hospital, Brockville, Ontario.

The Many Kinds of Counselling (
Arnold H. DeG±’aaff, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of education

psychology, Institute for Christian Studies,

Toronto, Ontario.
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The Practice of Psychotherapy

James Van Leeuwen, M.D., F.R.C.P., (C.), Staff Psychiatrist
for the Hospital for Sick Children,
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, University
of Toronto, Ontario.

Edmonton

Thursday, November 8
Friday, January 11
Friday, February 8
Thursday, March 7

Vancouver (Mini-Conference)

November 9 - 10

March 8 - 9

Grand Rapids

Harry Fernhout
James H. Olthuis
Harry Van Belle
Arnold H. DeGraaff

Harry Fernhout
James H. Olthuis
Mary Vander Goot

Arnold H. DeGraaff
James Van Leeuwen

Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Monday,

November 12
January 14
February 4
March 11

St. Catharines

Sarnia

Toronto

Thursday, November 15
Thursday, December 13
Friday, January 18
Thursday, February 14
Thursday, March 14

Harry Fernhout
James H. Olthuis
Harry Van Belle
Arnold H. DeGraaff
James Van Leeuwen

RESERVE THESE DATES AND WATCH FOR LOCAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
REGARDING TIME PLACE IN YOUR COMMUNITY.

(

SCHEDULE

Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,

November 16
January 18
February 15
March 15

November 19
January 21
February 18
March 18

Harry Fernhout
James H. Olthuis
Arnold H. DeGraaff
James Van Leeuwen

Harry Fernhout
James H. Olthuis
Arnold H. DeGraaff
James Van Leeuwen

Harry Fernhout
James H. Olthuis
Arnold H. DeGraaff
James Van Leeuwen

Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
Monday,
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EVERYONE ONE

AACS MEMBERSHIP

DRIVE

In the last issue of Perspective we
announced our 1973/74 membership
drive, EVERYONE - ONE. As the cam
paign theme suggests, we are asking
every AACS member to sign up one
NEW member. What a tremendous step

ahead this would be——a big communal step composed of thousands of
small steps.

(

In preparation for this drive our staff has spent considerable time
examining our membership, donor, and mailing list records. We
would like to share some of the findings with you. In the following
breakdown no person appears in more than one column. For example, a
member who also made a donation in 1972/73 will only appear in the
membership column. The figures in the donor column represent the
number of non—members who made a donation during the past three
years. The tabulation is broken down into regions. Members who
would like specific information on their particular chapter are in
vited to contact their chapter executive who have a complete chapter
by chapter breakdown. For purposes of this survey the United States
has been tabulated separately. In terms of actual regions U.S. mem
bers are found in Regions 1, 3, 4 and 7.

REGION No. of Members No. of Donors No. of Persons
on Mailing list

1 B.C. Canada 370 111 48
Western U.S.

2 Alberta 362 223 223

3 Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, N.W. 59 32 21
Ontario

United States 343 118 1,107

5 S.W. Ontario 321 138 266

6 Niagara Peninsula 215 73 192

7 Central Ontario 354 168 358

8 Eastern Canada 117 60 221

Foreign-—33 countries 47 57 236
other_than_U.S.A.

Totals 2,202 985 2,686

(

(.
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( Columns two and three are of particular interest for the Membership

Drive. It is significant that 985 people are interested enough

to donate to the 2ACS, but for one reason or another have not yet

become members. From head office we are approaching each of these

persons by mail with an invitation to become an AACS member. In

addition, we will be approaching the 2,686 people on the mailing

list, encouraging them to either become a donor or a member. At

the same time we want to add to our mailing list so that more and

more people become acquainted with the AACS.

While the AACS staff is busy with this part of the membership drive

and raising money necessary to meet the current budget, it is our

request that:

MEMBERS: Decide today to gain a member
for the AACS. Surely you must
have a relative or friend who
should be an AACS member. Begin
now to think and pray about who
you will approach. In a few weeks
you will receive a packet of in—
troductory literature that can

( help you sign up a new member.

DONORS & Please think and pray about becoming
PEOPLE ON a member. When you are approached
THE NAIL- by mail, please respond by joining

ING LIST: our membership.

EVERYONE: Please send us the names of friends
and relatives who should be on
our mailing list. Quite a num
ber of members and friends used
the last page of the July/August
Perspective for that purpose.
If you still have that issue,
please use th tear-off page to
send us your names. If not,
just send them on a sheet of
paper.

EVERYONE - ONE for the benefit of our contribtition in higher

Christian education!
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(
AACS FAMILY CONFERENCE REPORTS

FIRST EASTERN ONTARIO CONFERENCE
by Peter Van Huizen

From August 3 - 6, the AACS sponsored its first family conference in

Eastern Ontario at beautiful Lavallee Park. The Quinte chapter of

the AACS organized this conference so that fellow Christians in

Eastern Ontario could become more familiar with AACS contributions

to life. We were encouraged to see that people were attracted from

a wide area——Brampton and Ottawa, Ontario and Vermont in the U.S.A.,

to name a few places.

Although this conference was small in comparison to the Niagara con

ference the size) (65 adults and many children) helped make it so

successful. People got to know one another and felt a genuine oneness

with each other.

The conference lived up to its intention of being a “family” conference

as the location was a great spot for family participation in swim

ming, soccer, canoeing, and campfires. We all really had a chance

to relax. (
But intimacy, sports, and experiencing the joys of nature were not

the prime goals of this conference. We had all come to learn and

experience something of what God intended for our lives. We were

fortunate to have Dr. and Mrs. James Olthuis share their thoughts

with us on the topics “What is Christian Education?” and “Towards

an Integrated Curriculum in the School”.

Dr. Olthuis’ remarks covered the nature of the crisis which affects

public education and how Christ-believers should respond to that crisis

in Christian school direction and environment. He demonstrated how

Christian schools can be an effective, powerful alternative to the

public North American educational system in which so many people have

put their faith. that Dr. Olthuis expressed in theory, his wife, Jean,

an elementary school teacher, had worked out in practice. She showed

us by means of projects her students had completed that learning must

never be tightly regimented into specifically divided disciplines

but that everything is integrated in God’s plan.

On Sunday we served our Lord in worship in the open air. Dr. Olthuis

led us in a service of spontaneity and explained the message of Heb

rews.

That evening we were enthralled by Fred Tanuninga’s “Variety in

Images”. We were fortunate to get many non—conferees who were cam

ping in the area to attend Fred’s performance. Fred’s performance

made us aware that as Christians we not only have responsibilities in

education, the family and church, but in the fine arts as well. His

dramatic presentations were powerful.
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For the final lecture on Monday morning Dr. Olthuis explained the
family’s role in education. Most conferees were interested in other
issues as well so the morning turned into a discussion of them.
“What is the role of the mother and father in the family?” was a
question which we discussed considerably.

And finally it was time to leave. All conferees agreed that they
had profited from the weekend immensely. If you would like to
experience a family conference of this kind, keep Eastern Ontario
in mind for next year.

THE THUNDER BAY AACS CONFERENCE
by Adrian Vandenberg

Approximately a hundred
people turned out to enjoy
a terrific weekend at Thun
der Bay’s second annual
AACS conference (August,lO-l2).
It was a great weekend, not
only because of the superb
location and facilities affor
ded by Dorion Bible Camp
(45 mi. east of Thunder Bay),
but also because everyone
was actively involved making
this a real family conference.
Games, campfires, sing songs,
swimming and canoeing were
only a few of the activities

Conferees singing a new song. people enjoyed when not lis
tening to Dr. Harry Van Belle’s

series of lectures entitled, “Reflections on Family and Marriage”.
And one shouldn’t forget the camera crew from Unity Productions which

was on hand to video—tape the lectures as part of a local endeavour

to produce programs with a total Christian perspective on life for

community television. But above all, what really contributed to the

success of the conference was the congenial atmosphere of genuine

Christian fellowship. Christians from various localities and from a

number of different backgrounds found themselves one in the Spirit

and one in the Lord.

The main feature around which the other activities turned was the

lectures. Dr. Harry Van Belle, a clinical psychologist at the

Brockville Psychiatric Hospital, began his four-part series by

calling our attention to the way secularization of responsibility

in our modern society has placed man in a hostile environment and

has played havoc with his attempts to maintain the existence of such

communal life—structures as family and marriage. When man, instead

of acknowledging his responsible position to God and His Word for

creaticn, localizes this responsibility within himself, he loses

his sense of direction and also the sense of what community means.

Carrying this theme throughout his lectures and applying his insight

as a psychologist, Van Belle s1owed us how God’s Word structures
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and gives meaning to family life and marriage; how, furthermore,
their proper functioning is dependent upon our understanding of their
“responsible characters”. The family, Harry pointed out, can’t be
considered a miniature democracy or an experimental way of communal
living. On the contrary, it is characterized by interdependence and
mutual caring for each other: each member exercises his responsi
bility of caring for one another so that the other members will be
able to fulfill their particular offices within the family. Like
wise, marriage must be seen as a relationship built upon trust and
an inter—personal caring for one another; not, as it is often carried
out, a contract between a man and a woman who wish to experimentally
live together for a period of time.

Harry Van Belle with
a conferee.

In addition to this, the speaker talked
at length about the various relation
ships and the different forms of
“caring” to be found within these two
communal life—structures. He also
traced the developmental stages of
the growing child and gave parents
valuable insight into the nurture
and maturation of their children.
Harry then concluded his series of
lectures by emphasizing that inter
personal surrender to Christ is
the only foundation that will safe
guard the continued existence of family
and marriage. Fittingly, this is what
the whole conference was all about:
Christians coming together and re
discovering what it means to live as
a community, as members of the Body of
Christ.

DIDSBURY ‘73--SNATCHES FROM THE AACS CONFERENCE V

by Jack Westerhof

Our twelve—year—old has no use for conferences, even if they are family
things. When his brother of five asked what a conference is he replied
“That is where a whole lot of people pile into a building and yak all
the time.”

I think that what he had in mind was the final half of the August
long week—end when a steady drizzle interrupted much of his own pro

gram of fun. Even so he overlooked a few things he did enjoy--the
campfire, the weiner roast, the games, the swimming, and maybe even
the on—site worship service on Sunday.

But the thing we most enjoyed——speakers, lectures, groups of friends

chewing it over--to him that was little more than a yak-fest for an
odd assortment of people who think more of VANGUARD than “Get Smart”
anyway. There’s hope. He’s only twelve.

We did indeed enjoy this conference. I liked the choice of lectures
and topics. The AACS has always been intelligent. Now it’s getting
smart. There wasn’t a single profrssor among the lot this year. The
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speakers were one—by—one practitioners. I liked their theory because
they’ve worked with it. They showed us the result. That’s powerful
teaching. That gets across to me. I think I grew a little--thanks
to Al Wolters, Bonnie Greene, and John Vriend I can see a little
clearer where I want to go, where the Lord wants His people to go.

“If other groups begin to steal our thunder, why, welcome itt” said
Al Wolters, the Director of Educational Services for the AACS.

Al Wolters came with a contention. Christians today have no cheice
but to recover these two elements for the whole people of God; first,
a sense of solidarity as a people, and secondly, sustained by sound
preaching. Why this emphasis today? Because this is a post—Christian
age we’re entering. Our culture is through with Christianity. Al
quotes Samuel Escobar, scholar, director of Canadian Inter—Varsity:
Christians may expect within their lifetimes persecution. Explains
Wolters: Yes, I think we may. Our society today and Christianity
are rapidly growing more distinct. It is going to become more and
more clear that they are each other’s opposites. Wolters says the
Church must prepare itself for the role of a REMNANT. It seems as
if the Lord’s poeple will somehow be driven together. Persecution
may do it. But the Lord is calling us Christians--regardless of ori
gin or tradition or church——to mobilize ourselves for a job. In
scholarship we are sensing a new awareness of this situation. We can

4 contribute. Reformed scholarship is now welcomed where it wasn’t
before. We have something to give. Solid theoretical foundations,
some powerful insights, people. We ought to look for ways to prepare
the Remnant for its mission in tomorrow’s world.

For me this much alone would have made the conference a success.
There was a great deal more, of course. Wolters also spoke on the
cultural mandate and office. !Lrs. Greene showed us how far our society
has moved away from the service ideal in the area of buying and
selling. And Rev. John Vriend said in effect--and effectively too—-
that not even a remnant can afford to hang its harps on the willows,
and certainly not where it concerns the business of politics in Al
berta.

Vriend’s lecture was entitled “Does the Gospel affect our Political
Choices?” After illustrating the thesis that it is impossible for
a person to detach himself from the political process, Rev. Vriend
outlined three distinct views of government Christians find themselves
choosing between. Especially his application of the Bible’s concept
of justness to the Social Credit Party’s constitution raised vigor
ous discussion.

Bonnie Greene was announced on the schedule as a free lance writer,
graduate student, high school teacher and mother, from Snohomish,
Washington. Mrs. Greene did a mammoth piece of work. She’s written
for VANGUARD before, and I’m sure we’re going to hear more from her.
At this conference she opened up the whole issue of consumerism,
environmental control, and the Christian response to the largely
self-serving mentality that has produced both the abuses as well
as the consumer movements that decry the abuses. Here is one great
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undeveloped area, a wilderness dominated by giant corporations,

giant supermarket chains, and giant antagonists. It’s the world

of Ralph Nader vs. the president of G.M. and housewives vs. Mattel

toys. A world too of huge piles of food going to waste while the

poor continue to suffer deprivation.

Mrs. Greene served us well. We need to hear how far and how casu

ally our society has drifted away from the practice of stewardship.

Not only that, but service has been replaced by a struggle for

“rights” and “power,” not the least in places where you and I wouldn’t

expect that, for example in the crusades of a man like Nader. Con

sumer protection, Mrs. Greene contended, must not follow the

world’s self—serving, self—protecting models. More than ever today,

Christian consumers have to re—define what are their needs, and

which ought to be their priorities.

That’s what sums this conference up for me. Worthwhile, and then

some. Years ago, a British thinker Harry Blamires deplored the

absence of what he called the Christian “mind.” I don’t think that

we’ve got that yet, but we are coming a step closer. The AACS,

with conferences like this one, is helping us recapture at least the

desire to experience such tasks as buying and selling and citizenship

as stewards and citizens of the domain of Christ.

**** * *

(

MINI- SCRIPTS

* During August, Noriko Kumata, a student in law and politics from

Tokyo, Japan visited ICS. She is a friend of Masuo Miyazaki’s, an

ICS student and they have been touring parts of the U.S. and Canada to

see what various Christian groups have been doing. Noriko and Masuo

are planning a reformed centre for cultural witness in Tokyo.

* Dr. Hendrik Hart has been invited by the South African government

to spend three weeks next April examining the general political

situation there and the issue of apartheid. He hopes to spend some

additional weeks in contacts and meetings with faculty of South Afri

can universities.

* S. W. A. P. stands for Sharing the Word in Action under the

Spirit in a Plurality of Ways. One purpose of S.W.A.P. is to

promote Christian education by distributing reformational packets.

We hope this will help the work of Christians and encourage them to

reform their entire life-style until we are conformed to the •way

of the Lord. S. W. A. P. has six educational packets so far; in

economics, math, physics, education and theology, all with between

two and six articles and none for more than $1.65. For more infor

mation or packets write: (
S. W. A. P.,
1918 7th Avenue,
Beaver Falls, Pa. 15010,
U.S.A.
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DISCOVERY 3—-

EDUCATION LECTURES IN PRINT

The following are portions of the first in a collection of seven

essays from the new Wedge publicatipn, To Prod the “Slumbering Giant”:

Crisis, Commitment and ChristianEducation. These essays were given

as the 1971-72 Discovery III lectuies sponsored by the AACS. To

Prod the “Slumbering Giant” examines the crisis in public schools

and the great potential in Christian education if the Christian com

munity can be prodded into action. It’reca1ls the frustration that

nearly everyone has felt at some time in their education and the

problems that your children may be having right now.

NO NEUTRAL GROUND: WHY I’M COMt TED TO RISTIAN EDUCATION

by John Vriend

The word that strikes the eye as you scan the title of books on

Education in any public library is crisis. CRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM

is the title, not of one book only but, in substance at least, of

several. That is remarkable because, according to the writers of

( these same books, schools occupy neutral ground. They carry out

their business in a supposedly trouble-free area where partisans on

all óissues——1ike the.religious, political, social, economic——

can join in a common effort for the education of tomorrow’s adults.

This neutral 1ground of common facts and a common future is declared,

in the next breath, to be sacred ground, for here everyone can get

together, indeed-must get together with complete understanding and

support. Still crisis? Yes—-a dollar crisis, a learning crisis, a

human crisis For exactly what must we be doing in these schoo1s

The Crisis of Reason and Personality

A century agothe champions of humanism said, “Let usteach children

the undoubted results of science and scholarship Iet us discipline

them into accepting a body of facts “ The teachers proceeded to

force concepts into the heads of little children, concepts that

could be hooked together in logical fashion. The concept began to

dominate the tling. Live leghorns were brought into the classrooms

to illustrate the concept “chicken “ The producer of cackleberries

was then ana1yze&in terms of bones, muscle, fat and feathers to

yield the further notion of “bird “ You see what happened. Chil

dren were not introduced into God’s highly diversified world of

fascinating creatures, but God’reatures were used to i1trate

the abstract classifications of men It was human thought that

was glor-i-fi-ed. It was the human power of conceptualization the

children were being asked to adore, not God’s big creation.

The result was a colossal bore. Spartan discipline had to be used

to keep the youngsters in line. Silence was the rule and rote

memory the method. School was a prison house and the inmates
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an intellectual slave gang. Natural interest in the world around the

children was systematically destroyed and their minds mutilated.

In this stultifying world of the schools a reaction was bound to set

in. Academic theorists came forward to champion the freedom of the

child. Let the child do his thing. Let him develop his own projects.

Let him progress at his own pace. Let him be his own authority and

set his own goals. Let the school be child-oriented, rather than

curriculum—centred. Let the teacher be the stimulator and helper of

the learning child, rather than the domineering force-feeder of a mass

of facts and concepts. So the pendulum swung here and there from

the ideal of comprehensive knowledge of the world to the ideal of

the freedom of the child; from a heavy handed emphasis on the content

of the curriculum to anxious concern about the progress of the indi

vidual child.

There can be no doubt that the swing from the body of facts to be

mastered to the liberation of the child’s mind was, in fact, a re

lease from bondage. Initially the innovators were more successful

than the traditionalists. Educators were amazed to see the results

of a method which allowed children to follow the bent of natural

curiosity. To think that a child would investigate a period of his

tory of its own accord or make its own natural—history collection of

eggs, or leaves, or shells Unheard ofl

A universal characteristic of nearly all schools, Christian and (
humanistic, past and present, seems to be a heavy preoccupation with

order and control. One of the severest and most impartial means of

control is, of course, the clock to which the bell is wired. It in

sures that things happen not because teachers want them to happen or

because the students want them to happen but because it is time for

them to happen. Let me give some examples. A scholar examining the

curriculum of a given school arrives a few minutes early to discover

that a cluster of children are standing with intense fascination

around a turtle. The bell rings. “Now children, put away the turtle,”

says the teacher. “We’re going to have our science lesson.” The

lesson is on crabs. Inflexible order prevails over the learning pro

cess.

From my own childhood in a Christian school I remember, with painful

vividness, the day that Princess Beatrix was born. The local novelist

K. Norel, who had a heart for children, had gone to the school as soon

as he heard the news, rushed from one classroom to another, and shouted

it out to the children inside. We immediately roared out our happi

ness. The House of Orange was not about to disappear from the scene.

Imagine our horror when we looked up to see that the teacher——grim-

f aced with pencil in hand--was busy taking down the names of all the

children who were shouting, and began to threaten them with’appro

priate punishment for breaking the rule of silence. What the teacher

was saying is that history as it happens is not important; it only

becomes important when it is reduced to a few facts and dates in a

schoolbook, which can be mastered. Knowledge of the barest and most

bloodless sort is important; let history be hanged. This is the

lesson even children in Christian schools seem to have learned best

of all.
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Combine this concern for order as an end in itself with the humanis

tic pretense of religious neutrality in the classroom, and you have

the perfect formula for failure. Lightning and thunder are simply

the exclusively natural phenomena to be reduced to scientific

equations. Let no one think God’s majesty is revealed in the voice

of the thunder or the flash of lightning. With a bit of high school

science equipment you can make your own thunderstorm. Hurray for

science, for man’s control over nature, for his reduction of all

things to that which is rational and conceptual. You are an emo

tional fool if you let go with “o—oh’s” and “a—ah’s” over the tur

bulence and fireworks in the sky. Until reality outside is stream

lined into data you can feed into the sum total of human knowledge,

it isn’t fit to wonder at.

The humanist dilemma is always and forever that it must oscillate

between the pride of human reason and the pride of human personality.

For if you shift from sacrificing the child to the sovereign curri

culum to sacrificing the curriculum to the sovereign child, you will

be not much further ahead. As Christian people we shall have to

learn to see through this educational impotence of humanism. It

leads inevitably to the dullness and apathy that characterizes so

many graduates of the public schools. They seem to have missed com

pletely the fascination and excitement of living and learning as

God’s creatures in this world. The end is intellectual death, a

total blackout of the goals of life, which are, in a unique fashion,

the goals of education.

But may I ask, what else can humanism produce with its cult

of human science and human personality? What but a world empty of

God, a world made anxious by confrontation after confrontation be

tween sovereign individuals and sovereign nations none of whom

wish to be subject to laws not of man’s making?

The Crisis of Individualism

Humanism confronts us in our day with two major educational philo

sophies--collectivism and individualism. The first is the system

the Marxists are perfecting Conformity to the ideology of the

state is the sole guideline for educators, and individual initiative

among students is frowned on as deviationist. The aim of the system

is mass manipulation and the result, for all but a few heroic non

conformists, is intellectual slavery.

In the West we have the individualist version of humanism. “In our

society,” says Sterling McMurrin, “education concerns first the

well-being of the individual pupil and student, his capabilities

for a productive and happy life in which he can pursue an interesting

and satisfying vocation.” (The Schools and the Challenge of Innova

tion, p.7) The student must be equipped to make a living and to

take part in the social, political, and cultural activities of the

nation. Any goals beyond this are up to himself. ... Its [the

system’s] highly prized religious neutrality (in fact, its un

blushing secular humanism) forces it to abstain from taking positions

considered controversial.
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E.e Biblical Necessity of Nurturing

is in this context that we are asked to listen to the Word of the

Thod,. The Bible puts things in perspective. In numerous ways it

posits the necessity of nurturing our children. The heart of Chris

tian education, in biblical language, is education of the heart.

The prayer of the saint is consistently, “0 Lord, give me a heart

of wisdom.” It does not hesitate to say that the fear of the Lord,

is the first principle in gaining any real wisdom. (Prov. 9:10;

:s. 111:10) Wisdom has to do with the practical insight that can

guide human conduct, with the goals of living, the perils of life,

the behaviour of a believing man as a member of a community of be—

lievers. Wisdom, certainly, rather than the mere accumulation of

theoretical knowledge, must be the goal of Christian education.

To understand the child, the Christian school is concerned, rather

more than other schools, with opening his eyes to the world in which

we live. That world is both the product of, and the stage for, the

works of God. These works of God form the basic materials for the

testimony of Scripture. The Bible, therefore, consistently turns

our attention outward to that world which God has created. ... It

points outwards and upwards and all around to what God in his wisdom

is doing, for example, in nature. A Psalm like Psalm 104 is filled

with “o—oh’s” and “a—ah’s” over the diversity of God’s creatures. “0

Lord, how manifold are thy Works! In wisdom hast thou made them all;

the earth is full of thy creatures.” (Ps. 104:24). Nor are the Psalms

infected by a narrow pietism that sees only the works of God, but

they celebrate in the same breath the cultural achievements of man.

The paradox of man’s misery and majesty, so important to the

biness of education, would seem to threaten the unity of the

psalmist’s witness. But have no fears. The Psalm opens and closes

with the identical “o—oh’s” and “a—ah’s” before the marvellous NPME

of God which we have heard before. Skyscrapers and hydroelectric

systems do not for a moment obscure that Name. They serve rather

to enhance the Name of the Company for which we human beings work.

It is the privilege of the Christian school to articulate the

uüty of the theme, and to express the wonder of it, in its day-by-

day association with the children. Humanism might be attracted to

the contents of that Psalm; in fact, it can neither grant the deri

vative status of man nor the beauty of the Name expressed in the

combination of divine and human works.

come now more explicitly to the scene of human history——that to

which our social and historical studies provide an introduction.

Again, neither the fixed curriculum can be the norm before which all

else in the school must bow, nor the sovereign pupil in his freedom.

:3ut both curriculum and child have their focus in the works of God

in history.

Just as history itself disciplines God’s people, so the telling of

it educates their children. Again and again in Scripture, monuments

are erected at historical sites to instruct later generations. The

environment itself was made into a means of education. From these
givens we may infer the importance of history for the Christian school
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as a subiect of instruction; certainly the importance of the history of
redemption which is the core of world history.

This concern brings me to the church. A field that is almost totally
neglected in the public school is the church in its day-by-day
struggles, services, and mission. What opportunities for education
the Christian school possesses in its close association with the
Christian church! Every Sunday most of its pupils attend worship;
every Monday the children come back to school with a whirl of new
impressions in their heads. A baptism occurs--can the children
explain this sacrament to each other in Bible class the next day?
A sermon is preached——can youngsters write essays on the impressions
they received of the service——favourable or unfavourable?

The glory of the Christian school is its freedom to explore the works
of the Lord in nature, history, human culture, and in the world about
us. Its importance lies in the fact that this exploration and the
nurture that goes with it have a goal-—the goal of preparing students,
in the manner of the school, for living a full-orbed Christian life.

Used by permission. Pp. 1-13 of To Prod the “Slumbering Giant”:
Crisis, Commitment and Christian Education, published by Wedge
Publishing Foundation, 229 College Street, Toronto MST 1R4,
Ontario, Canada, 1973. $3.95

CURRICULUM MATERIALS READY

FOR PRINT

We’re happy to announce that the curriculum guide mentioned in the
last Perspective was completed during the summer months and is now
ready for the printer.

The manual has become a sizeable manuscript of approximately 550
pages, since it is both a teacher’s manual and a student activity
book. All the teaching suggestions are presented in terms of what
the children will actually be doing. Moreover,:the majority of
the suggested learning activities can be transposed directly on
activity cards, simplifying getting a large group of children
started on different tasks at the same time. The end result is a
very practical guide book.

The curriculum guide is written for the primary level, covering
grades 1, 2, and 3. However, the basic concepts presented in
each section can be adapted easily to the higher levels, so that the
manual is useful beynnd its immediate scope.

As an integrated curriculum, the manual provides guidelines for the
teaching of all th traditional subject areas, allowing for the in
tegration of social studies, science, reading, math, music, physical
education and art. By providing a total, integrated program, founded
on the Scriptures, the child’s learning can progress in a natural way
during the course of each day without being broken up artificially.
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Published by the AACS, 229 College Street, Toronto M5T 1R4, Ontario. Co
editors, Carol R. Wilson & Marcia Hollingsworth. Second Class Mail. RN 2091

In view of the size of the manual, its double purpose and the different
grades it serves, the cost of the manual ($12.50) is surprisingly low.
It is hoped that a sufficient number of copies can be sold to cover the
cost, so that other manuals can be published in the future. Any profits
from the sale of this manual will be used for the publication of future

manuals.

Since the manual presents a concise statement of the nature and aim of
Christian education and can serve as a concrete example of how these
principles can be worked out, the manual is not only useful for teachers
but can also be recommended to education committee members, board mem
bers, parents, and all others interested in Christian education.

All those interested in receiving a copy of the manual are requested
to send in a pre—publication order accompanied by a cheque or money
order. The manual will be ready for mailing by November 1.

ORDER FORM:

Name:

____________________________________________

Address:

_________________________________________________

Please send me:

_____

copies of

Arnold H. DeGraaff and Jean Olthuis, Eds.,
JOY IN LEARNING: AN INTEGRATED CURRICULUM
FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, VOL. I

I have enclosed a cheque (Money Order) for $
($12.50 per copy).

Send to: Curriculum Development Centre,
229 College Street,
Toronto, Ontario.
M5T 1R4.
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